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Dismal is a spreadsheet we are developing with three particular features of interest to psychologists:
(a) the ability to manipulate sequential data, (b) an instrumented and accessible interface for studies
of human-computer interaction (HCI), and (c) an open architecture that allows users to expand it to
meet their particular needs.
Sequential data. Dismal was developed to support sequential data (protocol) analysis. It provides
typical support for exploratory sequential data analysis, such as the ability to compute word counts,
to search for lines matching given patterns, and to semi-automatically assign codes to segments.
Further, it supports aligning predictions with sequential data, for example, a model trace and verbal
utterances. When a complete description of correspondences can be provided such as keystrokes by
the subject and the model, the two sequences can be automatically aligned. When the comparison is
less clear, such as between a subject's verbal utterances and representations in the model, semiautomatic commands allow an analyst to align items by pointing. Together, these commands
substantially reduce the work of testing cognitive models with protocols by up to a factor of five
(Ritter & Larkin, 1994), allowing such analyses to be performed more often and with more insight.
HCI experimentation. Dismal is useful in teaching principles of HCI because it is instrumented —
it is possible to automatically record each user action and the time it occurred. We have found that
undergraduates are able to use this in 5 week practicals to gather realistic user data and test HCI
theories (e.g., the keystroke model of Card, Moran & Newell, 1983). As the source code is
provided, Dismal can be used itself as a test bed for evaluating various interface designs, and
comparisons can be based on actual user data.
Extendibility though implementation in GNU Emacs. Dismal is implemented as part of the
GNU-Emacs editor, which leads to four relatively novel features. (a) Dismal is mainly keystroke
driven although it can be partially mouse and menu driven. For example, the keybinding to cut a
region of text now cuts a range of cells. This leads to ease of use for expert users, a high transfer of
skill for Emacs users, and a large potential user base. (b) Dismal is directly extendible because its
Lisp source code is provided. This allows users to write their own custom commands, for example,
to count the occurrences of sequences in a column. (c) Its architecture is designed to allow it to be
given commands from an associated program. This permits models of human behavior to use it as
an interactive task environment. These models can either be written in the native Lisp code or
called as an associated Unix process. (d) Perhaps the nicest effect this leads to is that Dismal is
freely available via FTP.
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